XII. —The Decline of the Yeomanry in the Lake
Counties. By G. P. JONES, M.A., Litt.D.

ART.

Read at Kendal, April 7th, 1962.

Yeomen, in the past sometimes called "statesTruralHEmen",
of the Lake Counties constituted part of a
middle class standing between the gentry on the

one hand and cottagers and hired farm workers on the
other. The term yeoman was not restricted to mean
freeholder, and certainly not one with land worth forty
shillings a year; it connoted an occupier of land who
was also in some sense a proprietor, not a lessee or farmer
in the strict sense.
The origins of the class are somewhat obscure, but it
is at least very likely that one historic rock whence the
yeomen were hewn was the medieval class of drengs.'
Whether that was true or not, the tenure of the yeoman,
though not technically freehold, had something of the
nature and dignity of freehold : it was a customary tenure,
but tenant right,' as it was commonly called, may be
distinguished from the customary or copyhold tenure on
many manors in the Midlands and the South in that it
constituted an estate of inheritance. There were indeed
charges, sometimes heavy, to be met on succession or the
death of a manorial lord or both; but ordinarily the son
or heir of a holder by tenant right could succeed without
question and his widow was secure in her third or other
proportion. Moreover, unlike copyholders further south,
many tenants in the 16th century, as earlier, were required to be ready in arms, mounted or afoot, to resist
incursions from Scotland, and in this respect are to be
compared rather with the Roman farmer-citizens of
republican times than with English tenants in villeinage
whence in general the class of copyholders was derived.
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One should, nevertheless, beware of over-stressing the
relative security of the tenant right yeoman in his estate.
Some great lords and other landed proprietors in the north
were by no means without a desire for neighbouring
Naboth's vineyards and were eager to exact more than
their due. It was complained, e.g. that Henry, Lord
Clifford in the 15th century :
"by the space of nineteen years took rents and cornage besides
wards, marriages and reliefs of all and singular the tenants .. .
took the said rent, cornage and service from the ancestors of the
said tenants and their heirs by compulsion for a long time
unjustly." 3

Moreover the very great rise in prices during the 16th
century gave landlords, in so far as they were receivers
of fixed customary rents, a motive to squeeze what they
could out of their tenants by means of entrance fines and
the like, and to get rid of tenant right by inducing or
forcing yeomen to become leaseholders or reducing them
to the status of tenants at will. It is indeed true that the
endeavours even of powerful lords did not always succeed
and that Westmorland yeomen defeated, though at great
cost, the attempt of no less a power than King James I,
impecunious and unscrupulous, to put an end to tenant
right. There were in fact some circumstances which
tended to hinder any widespread suppression of the
yeomanry. In the first place, in so far as they had any
surplus, e.g. of wool, for sale, the yeomen tended to gain
by the rise in prices. Secondly, in some parts at least,
it is possible that a consciousness of kindred reinforced
the awareness of class interest, as, to take one instance,
in the Barony of Gilsland, where Milburnes in the manor
of Talkin and Muncasters in Leversdale occupied between them great stretches of open field and common.'
Thirdly, the yeomen themselves were able, given lax
supervision from a distance, to nibble at woods and
commons by encroachment. 5 Fourthly, intelligent government, as under Elizabeth I, understood the need, for
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defence of the realm and to avoid exacerbation of
vagrancy, to do something to maintain the yeomen as
a stable and useful part of the social order. Hence, e.g.,
in 1564 Elizabeth inquired into and settled the customs
of Furness.'
Nevertheless, prudence at the centre might be robbed
of its effect by the acquisitiveness of officers on the spot.
James Anderson, sharing in the lordship of Bardsea in
the right of his wife, receiver of monastic possessions in
Furness, steward of the crown manor of Muchland and
keeper of Seawood Park and Gleaston Castle, attempted,
according to his tenants, to add to his manor of Bardsea
a good deal of the commons of Muchland; he pursued his
own gain at the expense of the crown's interest and, in
the manor court :
"will suffer no presentment to pass on his Majesty's behalf
... labours to nominate jurors for his own purpose ... intrudes
himself among the juries when they are sworn and are in private
together to overbear them with his countenance ... he being
a justice of peace in that country, he beareth out and cornmitteth . . . to imprison the poor tenants of his Majesty that
resist him and distraineth their goods ... threatening them to
travel to London unless they do present according to his liking." 7

The same weapon, namely the threat of a law suit too
costly for the tenants' purses, might be used elsewhere :
and it should be noted that such litigation might be protracted. Dorothy, widow of Thomas Brathwait of Burneside, was claiming in November 1611 that some tenants
in Strickland Ketel and Strickland Roger did not hold
by tenant right but were tenants at will, and an action in
Chancery was still in progress in June 1613. 8 An action
between the tenants and the lord of the manor of Hutton
John with regard to an agreement of 1572 was heard at
Cumberland assizes in 1667 and an award by arbitration
was made in 1668; but Andrew Hudleston raised the disputed matter again in 1703 and appealed, in vain, to the
House of Lords in 1704. 9
As we must guard against over-stating the security of
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the yeoman in his estate so we must take care neither to
overstate nor to minimise those charges upon his income
and his time which arose from the nature of his tenure.
These varied from one manor to another and from
time to time were modified by agreements. It is also to
be noted that commutation of these, or enfranchisement
from them, might be piecemeal and did not necessarily
involve all the tenants of a manor at the same time. The
story of the relations of landlord and tenant, and the
change from the late medieval to the 19th-century pattern
of ownership, if and when it comes to be written, must
therefore be long and complicated, geographically and
chronologically, and no more is here attempted than some
illustration of the problems involved.
The main charges on tenant right estates were :
(z) the ancient or customary rent;
(2) the fines on change of tenancy or of lord;
(3) the heriot, or due (e.g. the best beast) owed to the lord on
the death of a tenant;
(4) the labour services, or boons;
(5) special payments, e.g. for the privilege of cutting wood
or gathering fuel.

Thus, to take one example, there were due from 257
customary tenants in Greystoke an ancient rent working
out at an average of approximately 9s. 4d. a head per
annum; a twenty-penny fine, i.e. an average of £9. 6s.
8d. at the death of a tenant or of the lord; a thirty-penny
fine, i.e. an average of X14 on alienation of a tenement;
foster rent (probably connected with ancient payments
to or on account of forest officers), mill rent, "greenhew"
and peat silver; and services in mowing hay and leading
peats. 10 Some payments of this kind in course of time
became less burdensome : in Linstock, Stanwix, e.g. suit
of mill had by 1 777 become "of little account"." Others
were perhaps hardly worth collecting : in Scalthwaiterigg,
near Kendal, e.g. "greenhew" worked out at 2d. a head
per annum, amounting to 3s. 2d. from 19 tenants. The
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boon services also, in some instances at least, were by
the 18th century perhaps not very onerous: the 47
Blenkinsop tenants in Brough, e.g. owed between them
53 boon days in shearing, 21 days in mowing and also
the carriage of 41 loads of coals, 12 all of which on the
average would be about two days' work, equivalent to
two or three shillings in the year. Heriots, where leviable,
were heavier and tended to become more so as prices
rose : supposing, e.g. that the best beast due as heriot
were a three-year-old cow, the sacrifice in 1737 might
amount to £4 but to £8 or £9 in 1777.13 In some cases,
no doubt, this burden was to some extent offset by a lower
rent : in Holme and Holme Scales, Westmorland, half
the tenants were heriotable; those who were not, in
Tunsdal, were "deeper charged in their rents" .14
Ancient or customary rents, as the following table 15
(constructed from details given in Nicolson and Burn)
shows, varied considerably :
^
Manor or part
^Number of^Average customary
thereof
tenants or^rent per head
tenements^per annum
CUMBERLAND
Greystock
• 2 57^ about 9s. 4d.
Linstock^. 90 (about)^about 8s. 21d.
Talkin ..^• •^.. zo (about)^6s. 3d.
Stapleton (Solport)^.. 39^
6s. od.
Castle Carrock^. . iz (about)^4s. 41d.
Stapleton (moiety)^24^
4s. id.
Hayton^• •^93 (about)^4s. od.
Cumwhitton ..^8o (near)^about 3s. 44d.
Blencarn^• •^• • 24^
3s. od.
Cumwhitton (Wetherall) 12^
zs. 7d.
Coathill (Wetherall) ..^7^25. 4d.
Kirklinton^..^23^
IS. 71d.
(in 1676)
Helbeck (Brough)^• • 22^
17s. 14d.
Underbarrow ..^2 6^
14s. iod.
Ambleside^..^43^ aboutl2s.6d.
Scalthwaiterigg^9^..^lzs. i4d.
Troutbeck^48^
I is. 3d.

WESTMORLAND
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Hay^..^. 23
Hutton ..^. 19
Brough .. .. .. 25
Staveley and Hugill .. 13
Applethwaite .. 62
Crosthwaite & Lyth
(Marquis fee)^..^2
(Richmond fee)^.. 6 3
Crook ..^. 17
Grasmere
(Marquis fee)^39
(Richmond fee)^35

Ios. 7d.
9s. 4 id.
9s. old.
9s. od.
7s. IId.
7s. 6d.
6s. id.
5s. 9d.
5s. 92d.
3s. 9d.

Unfortunately, though it gives an indication of the
amounts paid by tenants, the table throws no light on
a point of great importance, namely the relation between
their payments and the extent or value of their lands, and
it is thus possible that an average of 9s. 4d. in Greystoke
might be no heavier a burden than, say, the 6s. 3d. in
Talkin. Some idea of how rent was related to acreage in
at least one place may be gained from the tenant right
payments in Grasmere in 1574. 16 Representative examples
are tabulated below :
GRASMERE "LEZ TENANTRIGHT", 1 574•
Tenant
Number of
Average rent per
acres
acre in pence
RICHMOND FEE
J. Benson^. .
J. Benson (elder)

R. Otlay
J. Hawkrigge
C. Jackson
H. Hawkrigge
W. Watson
R. Walker

12

12.7

12

I2.7

6
5
5
4
3

12.0
12.0
13.8
12.9

2z

1 4.7
9.0

4
3
3

10.0

MARQUIS FEE

R. Walker
T. Hunter
W. Watson
E. Otlay^..
..
..
T. Richardson and 3 other
Richardsons)

2

9.3
8.7
24.0

2

I0.0
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In these instances, and in others which might be added,
the variation is perhaps no more than might be explained
by differences in the character of the house and buildings
of the tenement and in the quality of the acres. It is,
moreover, to be noted that the acres were probably not
modern . statute acres but larger, perhaps twice as large
or even bigger. On the whole, therefore, the ancient or
customary rent would not appear oppressive : for each
customary acre of his estate a Grasmere tenant paid
every year as much as a skilled mason or carpenter would
earn in wages in two days or somewhat less. In Crosthwaite and Lyth, 17 where there was a similar variation,
the average per acre was even less. In Wasdale Head,
on the other hand, in 1578, 18 the rents per acre were
about double those of Grasmere.
WASTDALE HEAD, 1578.
Tenant
Number of
Rent per acre in
Acres
pence
N. Wasdale (senior)
N. Wasdale (junior)
W. Wasdale (senior)
J. Hunter
N. Diconson^. .
J. Fletcher (junior)

TO

8
7
6
5

42

24.0
25.0
22.9
2 3.3
24.0
22.2

Though these instances give some indication of the
relation between customary rents and acreage, they
throw no light on the relation of such rents to the value
of the estates on which they were a charge. Until far
more evidence has been examined no general statement
can be made very securely on that point ; but in two
instances at least it would appear that the proportion,
in the 18th century, was not high. In Kentmere 19 the
lord of the manor received 13s. 4d. a year from each
tenement and in 1 777 a tenement was worth about £10
a year, i.e. fifteen times the rent. Towards the other end
of the Lake Counties in 1726 one yeoman conveyed to
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another, for £140, a customary messuage which yielded
ios. a year to the lord of Greystoke: 20 if the selling price
be regarded as equivalent to twenty years' purchase, the
annual value of the messuage, £7, was fourteen times
the customary rent.
It is thus likely that customary rents in general were
not high in proportion to the extent and value of yeomen's
estates, but the pressure of fines on the death of lord or
tenant might be great. It may well have been hard for
a tenant, at relatively short notice, to find a sum amounting to twenty times the rent. In Greystoke, for instance,
customary tenants were by custom required to find, on
the average, £9. 6s. 8d. in 1685, 1701 and 1732, 21 that
is to say a total of £28. If this amount could have been
spaced over a period of 47 years, it would have meant
an addition of I's. 'Id. on the average, i.e. 127.7%, to
the tenant's rent. Supposing, as well might happen, that
during the same period there had been three changes
of tenancy, the total due in fines would have been £56,
i.e. something over two and a half times the annual rent.
In some cases the tenant might, without leaving his estate,
be allowed to remain long in arrears. In others, the landlord, to avoid waiting indefinitely for his due, might
either allow postponement to a specific date or agree to
accept a reduced amount, or both. By the kindness of Mr
Roy Hudleston some instances may be adduced from the
Naworth muniments. Thus, on the death of Lord Carlisle
early in 1685, one of his tenants was due to pay (in
repect of three tenements at an ancient rent of 18s.) a
fine of £18 , but it was agreed that the amount should be
£17, payable in four instalments, the first not before
II November 1685 and the fourth by Whitsuntide 1687.
On the death of a later Earl of Carlisle in 1758 a fine of
£ 37 was due on account of lands in Askerton but, in
accordance with custom, the amount was not demanded
until 1769, when the next earl reached his majority.
Possibly demands were not infrequently reduced: but if
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not it is likely that some tenants found themselves in
difficulties, the harder to bear because they coincided
with domestic affliction.
Not all yeomen were subject to a burden as heavy as
that of the Greystoke customary tenants. In the Barony
of Westmorland, including /some twenty manors, the fine
on the death of the lord was arbitrary in the sense that
it was to be assessed at the lord's will but it was not to
exceed ten times the ancient rent, and at the death of a
tenant a seven-penny fine. 22 In Ravenstonedale, at the
death of either, the fine was one year's rent, "to be paid
according to the rent, and not according to the value as
the same be let. "23
Considered as means for compensating the manorial
lord for the fixity of the customary rents, such fines,
though in some parts surviving into the igth century,
were unsatisfactory because the opportunity t0 levy them
came at irregular intervals; and a lord might therefore
prefer an arrangement of his landed property which enabled him more nearly to foresee what his income would
be. Moreover, in so far as they were multiples of the
ancient rents, the fines also tended to become less valuable
as prices rose. Since, too, they could be a difficulty for
tenants it is no wonder that both sides sometimes agreed
to get rid of them by an arrangement leaving the yeoman
free from heavy, if casual, inroads on his resources and
giving the lord a lump sum which he could invest or spend
as he chose. By such an arrangement, which commonly
extended as well to the customary rents and services,
the holder by tenant right became a freeholder. When
the process of enfranchisement started is not clear, but
certainly not later than the reign of Elizabeth, and it
went on sporadically in the following reigns, affecting
at least some forty places in Cumberland and nearly as
many in Westmorland by 1777. 24
In one known instance the contract meant a considerable diminution of the tenants' lands : at Kirkby Thore,
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about 1574, following reference of a dispute to arbitration, it was agreed that the tenants were to have their
houses, buildings, tofts and orchards and half their
arable, meadow and common pasture on a lease of 1,000
years, i.e. virtually freehold, subject to a rent of £2. 13s.
4d. a year, "everyone to pay according to the rate and
quality of his farmhold. " 25 In other instances the tenants
paid for their freedom at an agreed number of years'
purchase, 61 in Cardew, 2 ó 8o in Branthwaite. 27 In
Bassenthwaite the tenants paid £1, 825 (an average of
of Orton,
X 39. 13s. 6d. a head); 28 in the Dacre moiety
X1,840 ; in the Musgrave moiety, £965. 2 9 Whether, in
these and other cases, lord or tenant got the better bargain
we cannot tell, but presumably both sides were at least
satisfied.
For lack of sufficient detail, it is not possible to estimate
the number of yeomen affected by the enfranchisements
noted in Nicolson and Burn but we may guess that there
were six or seven hundred in Westmorland and probably
more in Cumberland. It is at any rate worth noting that
a considerable number of customary tenants had or could
procure the sums necessary to turn themselves into freer
holders. Conflicting views have prevailed about the
economic condition of the yeomen. An anonymous writer
in 1766 asserts that there were io,000 "petty landowners"
in the county, who :
"work like slaves; they cannot afford to keep a man servant
but husband, wife, sons and daughters all turn out to work in
the fields . . . they very seldom taste meat or wheat bread .. .
notwithstanding this miserable way of living, they save nothing ... they cannot either feed or dress meaner." 3 °

On the other hand, a careful study of inventories and
other documents relating to yeomen in Irton between
1 575 and 1775 shows that in possessions and manner of
life there was little difference between the more fortunate
yeomen and the rural gentry, and that in general in that
parish the yeomen were well dressed, in substantial
"
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and picturesque attire", and that some of them were
able to lend money at interest to their neighbours. 31 In
the northern end of the county, too, there were yeomen
who were certainly not without means. Joseph Hind, of
Little Orton, yeoman, in 1738 and 1739 sold to John
Robson of Kirkandrews, yeoman, John Robson, tailor,
and Margaret Robson lands worth over £426. In 1765
Thomas Sibson, of Grinsdale, yeoman, sold to John
Hodgson of Kirkandrews, yeoman, land worth 97; and
in 1767 John Hodgson senior, yeoman, and his wife, of
Kirkandrews, bought freehold land in the town fields for
X 180. 32 There is evidence, too, that there was no utterly
rigid boundary between the classes of yeomen and gentry.
In Irton it is possible that there was some intermarriage
between the two. 33 Further north, near Dalston, one John
Holme of Hawkesdale had a son, Percival, who in 1619
for X80 bought land from John Lowther, of Orton, gentleman. He was probably the Percival Holme described in
a deed of 1624 as yeoman. Either this man or another
of the same name in 1641 bought land in Dalston manor
for £100: and John Holme, possibly his son or grandson, in a deed of 1698 is styled gentleman. 34
It is possible that at one time there existed a notion
of a standard tenant right holding, analogous to the
villein yardland elsewhere; but it is clear that by Elizabeth's reign or earlier any original equality or uniformity
had been considerably disturbed and it is evident enough
that then and later the yeomen did not constitute an
economically homogeneous class. In Ravenstonedale in
1541 there were two tenants with more than 25 acres,
but 9o% of the holdings did not exceed 10 acres and over
5o% were not over 5 acres. 35 In the manor of Talkin
about 16o1 two tenements held by Randall and John
Milburne contained 68 acres and the average extent held
by twelve tenants of that name was over 28 acres. 3 ó In
Grasmere in 1574 the largest holding was that of John
Benson, senior, 12 acres but there were six of only one
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acre. 37 In Aspatria in 1578 the average size of 33 tenements was 13.7 acres, but Anthony Harrison, e.g. held
18 and Janet Williamson 20. 38
A final point to be noted about yeomen's estates is
that they might increase sometimes not by inheritance
but by "improvement", such as taking in a piece of
hitherto uncultivated waste, or by purchase. In Ravenstonedale improvements were so far integrated into
estates as to be subject not only to an annual rent but
to an eight-penny fine on change of lord or tenant. 39 As
an example of increase by purchase there may be cited
the estate left by the parents of Dr John Barwick, Dean
of St Paul's and benefactor of his native Witherslack.
They transmitted to their eldest son Nicholas the hereditary farmhold and to his brother William another, of
about equal size, which had been bought. 40 The parents
had, by frugal living and careful management of their
property, been able to provide a good education for all
five sons.
Bearing in mind that tenant right meant an estate of
inheritance, one might expect that generation after
generation of the same family would live and work on
the same holding, and no doubt instances of such
succession, extending over centuries, are known; but
there was, perhaps, less continuity than has often been
imagined. Certainly between the 16th century and the
early 19th there were many changes. About 1601, as has
been noted, there were 12 tenants called Milburne in
the manor of Talkin who between them held over 34o
acres, as compared with about 24o held by people with
other surnames : there was not a single farmer of that
name there in 1829. 41 Of the 3o surnames of Aspatria
tenants in 1578, 42 only four occur among the farmers
listed in the 1829 Directory. The hearth tax list for Grasmere in 1669 contains 25 surnames, of which six occur
among farmers in 1829, and of the six only two were
yeomen. 43 An extended investigation of parish registers
P
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might throw much light on the periods when surnames
in parishes changed most rapidly and perhaps on the
provenance of the new names appearing from time to
time. It may have been that migrations of yeoman were
usually over short distances to farmsteads in neighbouring parishes; or that the migration was not only from
place to place but from farming to a trade or business.
Until, however, the results of such a study are available,
we must be content to note that changes in the occupation of farmholds, though we cannot measure their
frequency, were my no means uncommon.
It is possible that enfranchisement of tenant right
estates may have been a factor tending to bring to an
end the connection between individual families and the
land by making alienation easier. Customary tenants, it
is true, usually had a limited right to let their land on
lease for a number of years, to mortgage it and even to
dispose of it altogether. According to the custom of the
Tufton manors, e.g.:
. . . the tenants have a right to lease or demise their tenements for any term not exceeding three years .. .
all absolute sales or alienations ought to be by deed
poll or indentured; and the same to be presented at the next
court, in order for the purchaser to be admitted on payment of
a dropping fine .. .
".. . the tenants may mortgage for any term not exceeding
three years without licence or fine; but when the mortgagee is
admitted, he shall pay a dropping fine. 44

In Greystoke the fine on alienation was thirty times
the ancient rent, i.e. on the average X14, and here and
elsewhere where the fine was heavy alienation was
presumably less likely than in places where the yeomen
had got rid of the obligation and also were not hampered
in regard to leasing or mortgaging.
Alienation in many cases, no doubt, meant the replacement of one customary or freehold yeoman by another,
perhaps a relative or possibly a stranger; but it was
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also possible for the buyer of a freehold to be a landed
proprietor building up an estate, who would put in a
tenant farmer on lease and thereby extinguish a yeoman
holding. Whether the fact was connected with enfranchisement or not, it is indisputable that from the i6th century
onwards the number of yeomen decreased ; and so too
did the number of farms (in the modern sense of units
of cultivation under one management). Ten examples,
illustrating various degrees of decline, are given in the
following table : 45
Number of tenants
or tenements

Manor or
Date
part thereof
Eskdale

tenements

Reference

1578
1829

29

Farlam

1603
1829

24 tenements
24 farmers (9 yeomen)

BG 53-60
PW

Castle
Carrock

1603
1829

46 tenements (manor)
38^farmers^(parish) ;^18^of
whom yeomen

BG 71-97
PW

Cumrew

1603
1829

40 tenements
11 farmers (6 yeomen)

BG 97-120
PW

Cumwhitton

1603
1829

44 tenements
38 farmers (24 yeomen)

BG 120-132
PW

1574

56 tenant right tenements
43 tenements
8 farmers (2 yeomen)
2 farmers (1 yeoman)

RK ii 52-3
NB i 188
PW
Mannex

Ambleside

16 77

1829

1849

Crosthwaite
and Lyth

156o
1677
1829
1849

20^farmers^(of

yeomen)

whom^20

Queen's tenants^.. 53 t
Bellingham's^66i-119
Richmond fee^.. 63
Marquis fee^..^2^115
Lumley fee^.. 50
65 farmers (32 yeomen)
59 farmers (19 yeomen)
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Grasmere

1574
16 77

1829
1849
Mallerstang

1 754

Tenant right :
Richmond fee^.. 44
Marquis fee^. • 46^90
Customary:
Richmond fee^. . 35
Marquis fee^.. 39^74
24 farmers (12 yeomen)
8 farmers (4 yeomen)
7o^tenants^paying^finable
rents

RK ii 12-13
NBi49
PW
Mannex
W. Nicholls
. . .

1829^38 farmers (9 yeomen)
1849^28 farmers (6 yeomen)
Troutbeck

History
Mailerslang

PW
Mannex

RK ii 54 - 5
NB i 187
1829^28 farmers (14 yeomen)
PW
1849^24 farmers (I i yeomen)^Mannex
1 574^56 tenant right tenements
16 77^48 tenements

There are no means for tracing adequately, in the Lake
Counties as a whole, the decrease in the number of farms
and of yeomen; and even for individual manors information is available only for some years. There are, indeed,
indications that the decline in the number of farms was
far more rapid in the 18th and early 19th centuries than
it had been between the middle of Elizabeth I's reign
and the Restoration. In three places (for which information is available at convenient dates) near the heart of
the Lake Dist ri ct that was certainly true. Taking Troutbeck, Grasmere and Ambleside together, we may estimate
the number of tenants in 1574. at 202 and in 1677 at 165,
i.e. in the course of about a century there was a fall of
18.3%. In 1829, the three contained 6o farmers, which
suggests a fall, in just over 15o years, of 63.6%. Of the
6o farmers, 28, i.e. 46.7%, were set down as yeomen.
Thus Wordsworth, though vague in detail, may well have
indicated rightly the direction of change in his neighbourhood when he said that farms had doubled in size while
the number of statesmen had been reduced by a half. 4 G
In Mallerstang, where there had been 7o tenants paying
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finable rents in 1754, there were, three-quarters of a
century later, 38 farmers, a fall of 45.7%.
How far these instances were typical cannot, in the
present state of our knowledge, be determined. It is only
with the age of censuses and directories that it becomes
possible to make a general statement : and, on grounds
indicated elsewhere, 47 it is suggested that the position,
towards the end of the third decade of the 19th century,
was as follows :
Occupiers Including Percentage
of Farms yeomen of yeomen
Cumberland ..
Westmorland^..
Furness & Cartmel ..
Lake Counties

4,619
2,603
831
8,053

1,747
916
245
2,908

37.8
35.1
29.5
36.1

The table indicates the result of innumerable transferences, made for reasons which, in most cases, we shall
never know. Private deeds, as they become available,
may suggest explanations for some; but the records
relating to many, like the persons who were parties to
them, are beyond human ken, and we have therefore to
consider not the success or failure of individual statesman
families but the circumstances and tendencies by which
the class of yeomen in general may have been influenced.
It is, for that purpose, necessary to note that the yeoman
is not necessarily to be thought of as the occupier of a
tenant-right or enfranchised estate only. In addition he
might have land on long or short lease and he might
also combine farming with another business; and either
might affect his chance of survival.
Opportunities to extend one's holding might occur
through the policy or the needs of a member of the landed
gentry. In 161o, for instance, George Preston, the squire
of Holker, sold land in and about Cartmel to the value of
over £348, the purchasers being a miller, a blacksmith,
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a glover, a carpenter, a clerk and seven yeomen. 48 The
records of the same estate provide many instances of
yeomen taking land on lease 49 and the annual rent was
sometimes considerable : for instance a lease for three
years at X54 per annum from Sir Thomas Lowther to
William Brigg of Holebeck in 1723 and one for nine
years, at a rent of X66 from the same to Robert Smith
of Park. 50 Yeomen who could pay such rents, and stock
the lands they leased, must have been substantial and
thus better placed than most to take advantage of
opportunities to become even richer. That may have been
true also of some purchasers; but it may well be that
others, like William Tarbuck of Holker, yeoman, were
proprietors burdened with a mortgage. 51 Moreover, though
selling by the gentry gave yeomen with capital an
opportunity to expand, buying by the gentry meant that
other yeomen were reducing their estates, as for instance,
George Rigge, of Birkby, did by selling part of a tenement to Thomas Preston, junior, of Holker for over 105
in 1672. 5 The existence of a market in which land was
fairly easily transferable may well have been a factor of
importance in altering the old order, since it probably
gave more scope to the initiative, ambition and speculative
propensities of individuals while at the same time presenting dangers and temptations to men who, through lack
of prudence, of health or of luck with beasts and weather,
fell into difficulties and ended, perhaps, with nothing.
The prosperity of some yeomen, perhaps, depended on
an additional or a secondary trade in which they chose
to invest resources, or in which from time to time they
found temporary or seasonal employment. There was, for
instance, the running of a mill whether for grinding corn,
fulling cloth or some other purpose. Thomas Hutton,
yeoman, proved in 1659 that his family had owned a
mill and kiln at Overthwaite, Farlton, since 1588. 53 In
1690 two yeomen took a three years' lease of water corn
mills at Gleaston. 54 In his will, dated 1694, the Quaker
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William Muckeld of Elfhow, Over Staveley, evidently a
farmer and possibly a yeoman, bequeathed his fulling
mill; 55 and another Quaker, Thomas Braithwaite, of
Rosthwaite in Cartmel Fell, yeoman, in 1721 devised his
mill and kiln near Gilpin Bridge. 56 Malting, too, was a
business to which a farmer might naturally turn. A Walney yeoman, to take one instance, probably in partnership
with a Liverpool merchant, in or before 1792 erected a
kiln at Barrow. 57
The textile operations of carding and spinning were,
if not universal, very common activities in yeomen's
families, and some yeomen were also weavers. John Story
of Camsgill, yeoman, who died in 1712, had in his
possession "rayling cards" and weaving implements. 58
In the 1829 Directory, 28 Cumberland yeomen are set
down as having another business : seven of them were
maltsters, five were millers, and two were cattle dealers. 59
Of four Westmorland yeomen with other businesses, one
was a shoemaker, one a quarryman and two limeburners.
Besides the 28 yeomen there were in Cumberland 38
farmers having a means of livelihood in addition to their
land; and it is to be remembered that country craftsmen
might often have a subsidiary source of income as smallscale farmers. Oliver Leighton, carpenter, of Preston
Patrick, e.g. who died in 1717 had a barn and farming
gear, 6 ° and Thomas Ellwood of Stramongate, Kendal,
stuffweaver, who died in 1719, left a horse, cow, some
hay, oats, cartwheels and farming implements. G' Another
weaver, John Greenwood, of Dalton in Furness, in 1732
took a nine years' lease of various dales of land totalling
so acres; 62 and no doubt many other instances could be
cited to show that in times past the joining of farming to
a craft or of a craft to farming was far less uncommon
than it later became.ó 3 Nevertheless, whatever may have
been the case earlier, the figures for 1829 do not suggest
that by then the practice of a trade (other than carding,
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spinning or knitting) was of importance to any but a very
small minority of yeomen.
One factor that may well have tended to reduce the
number of yeomen, by weeding out those least able to
withstand great, and sometimes repeated, losses, was the
weather. At least once in every io or II years, 64 on the
average, between 1600 and 1800 there happened a long
frost and backward spring that threatened death to sheep
and lambs and ruin to their owners. In the winter of
1 739 - 4o, the Lune froze hard enough to kill the fish in
it : "sheep starved, the ground being covered with frozen
snow a month together ... It continued sharp till the
loth of the 11th month (February) and seemed to thaw
16 hours, but immediately became sharper to the end
of that month". In 1742 William Stout noted that the
hardness of the two preceding winters had, it was
supposed, killed off at least half the sheep ; and despite
the reduction in numbers there seems to have been no
compensation in higher prices. The extent of the losses
consequent on a long frost may be judged from the fact
that in Kendal market in 1799 there were sold "the skins
of io,000 lambs perished by the severity of the spring."
It should be noted that, if our records had been less incomplete, the number of bad years in the 17th century
might well have appeared larger. Moreover, the hard
years sometimes came in runs, e.g. 1738-41, 1784-87 and
1792-95, which may well have diminished the chances
of recovery for yeomen badly hit in the first year of such
a series.
For yeomen in Low Furness, on the Cumberland plain
or elsewhere engaged in arable farming, cold winters
might be less calamitous, but drought in early summer
and continuous rain at harvest time might do a great
deal of damage. In 1 797, according to the Rev. John
Stubbs, there were "almost incessant rains through the
whole summer; in autumn still bad, and corn with
difficulty got in", and in 1 799 there was "scarce a dry
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day from the beginning of July till the middle of December. The crops all beaten to the ground, particularly
wheat, very unproductive and of a bad quality". Nevertheless in 13 out of the 17 years from 1786 to 1803 the
harvest in the Sebergham region was tolerable or good.
During these years, it should also be noted, the general
trend of prices was upwards,ó 5 so that, though the poor
in some years might suffer acutely, yeomen with any
surplus to sell presumably did well. In general, prices
remained high during the war years and later until 1821.
Ordinary farmers, in a period of mounting corn prices,
might find their rents rising steeply; an abnormal instance
occurred in a farm near Whitehaven let to a Lowther
tenant in 1735 at £80 a year and in 1756 at the same
rent; this was advanced to £100 in 1777 but during the
war period the same land was let by Lowther at £999. 6
Yeomen holding by tenant-right had an advantage in
that their customary rents could not be raised, but, where
arbitrary fines and gressums remained, landlords in the
early 19th century, as in the 16th, might try to compel
tenants to share with them the gains from rising prices.
It is perhaps significant that at the accession of the Earl
of Lonsdale in 18o1 his tenants had to fight in the Court
of Chancery to prevent the exaction of arbitrary fines
and that in Greystoke court leet in 1816 the tenants had
to stop what seemed like an attempt to treat them, contrary to custom, as subject to fines of that kind. 67 Nevertheless, it seems likely that during the Continental Wars
yeomen in general gained by the rise in price of corn,
cattle and wool, and that the decline in their numbers
may have been slowed down or even halted; but there is
insufficient evidence to enable such a conclusion to be
examined.
Any arrest of the decline, if indeed it occurred, was
only temporary, and after the War the numbers dropped
again. The fall can be measured for Westmorland and
Lancashire North of the Sands by comparing the numbers
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of yeomen given in Parson and White's Directory (1829)
and Mannex (1849). The result is given in the following
table:

East Ward^..
West Ward^..
Kendal Ward ..
Lonsdale Ward

WESTMORLAND.
Number of
Farms
1829^1849
845
950
467
541
863
787
249
252
2,603

2 ,35 1

Number of
Yeomen
1829^1849
388
254
223

124

250

55

147
38

916

563

LANCASHIRE NORTH OF THE SANDS.
8 3 1^797^245^156

Thus, while the number of farms decreased by about
9.6% in Westmorland and about 4% in Lancashire
North of the Sands, the number of yeomen fell by about
38.5% in the former and about 36.3% in the latter. In
the two areas taken together, whereas in 1829 nearly one
farmer in three was a yeoman, twenty years later rather
less than one in four was of that status.
The decline was not quite universal. In Kirkby Thore
(including Milburn and Temple Sowerby) there were 24
yeomen in 1829 and the same number in 1849. In Underbarrow there was even an increase, from II to 12. Nor
was the fall uniform, as the following table, showing the
percentage of farmers who were yeomen, indicates :

East Ward^..
West Ward^..
Kendal Ward
Lonsdale Ward

WESTMORLAND.
In 1829
40
41.2

28.9
22

In 1849
30
26.5
19.2
15

LANCASHIRE NORTH OF THE SANDS
29.5^19.6
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The figures for Lonsdale Ward are too small for any
great stress to be laid on inferences from them; but the
difference between Kendal Ward and Lancashire North
of the Sands, on the one hand, and the East and West
Wards on the other is perhaps significant. The two former
had in common one feature, the presence of growing
urban centres, in the one case Kendal and in the other
Ulverston and Dalton, in which parish Barrow in Furness
was then included. In Dalton parish in 1829 the yeomen
amounted to 23.4% of the farmers but by 1849 only to
13%, and in the large parish of Ulverston, stretching to
Coniston, the percentage fell in the same period from 33.7
to 24.5. In the extensive Kendal parish it fell from 20.6
to 13. By way of contrast there may be cited three parishes
near the Pennines, Milburn, Dufton and Murton. Here
in 1829 there were 71 farmers of whom 32 (about 45%)
were yeomen : by 1849 there were 56 farmers, including
27 (about 48%) yeomen.
Ín the present state of our knowledge, these differences
cannot be explained. No doubt the expansion of urban
areas meant that houses, mills, schools, churches and
chapels arose on what before had been farmlands, some
of them occupied by yeomen : possibly town industries
or businesses attracted men who found fanning difficult,
so that they sold their estates of inheritance and became
shopkeepers or mill hands. Railway construction, too,
perhaps meant the disappearance of yeomen's holdings.
It is clear enough, however, that the decline, though
it may have been more pronounced in the immediate
vicinity of towns, was widespread and must accordingly
be explained by factors of a more general kind. One, no
doubt, was the downward movement of pricesGB after the
resumption of cash payments in 1821. In the depression
following the end of the Napoleonic Wars enclosed commons and other land tilled during the War were giving
smaller returns and, in some instances, going out of
cultivation. Moreover some yeomen, who had extended
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their acreage by purchase or by leases, had done so by
borrowing and, by the third decade of the 19th century,
were struggling to pay interest or had lost their land.
William Blamire, probably the most competent observer
of conditions in the Lake Counties, said of the yeomen
in 1833 69 that :
"The number has considerably diminished, and the . situation
of those who are still in existence is considerably worse than
it was; there are very few of them whose properties are altogether unencumbered"

and he agreed that
"since 1815 a greater change has taken place in the proprietors
of small farms than in any antecedent period of much longer
duration."

Another factor was the decline, and indeed almost disappearance, of the textile processes by means of which
in the past yeomen's families had eked out the living
wrung from their land. By 1837 it could be said that
"no domestic manufactures are now carried on" in
Cumberland; and though this statement is not to be taken
literally it was no doubt true that factory yarns and fabrics
had ousted home-produced articles.
Finally, it is to be borne in mind that the yeoman's
way of life, even in good times, is not every man's choice.
It may well have been that many who in the past followed
it from the cradle to the grave did so not out of a love
of simplicity and independence but because they had no
alternative; and when the struggle to keep going on a
farm became harder while a change to town life and
employment became easier, it is not strange that many
who might otherwise have succeeded to a yeoman's holding preferred to seek a livelihood in other ways.
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65 The following prices are taken from Rev. J. Stubbs's notes in Sebergham

parish register. They are prices per Carlisle bushel, equal to 3 Winchester
bushels:
Wheat.^ Barley.^Oats.
1786 18s. 2/d.
1787^do.
1788^do.^
6s. to 7s.^4S.to4s. 6d.
1789 i8s. gd.^
8s.^ 7s.
1790^do.^
its.^
9s.
1791 18s. od. (Michaelmas) ^9s.^ 6s.
1792 16s. od. (average)^1os.^ 7s.
15s.^ 1os.
1 793^-^
1794 i8s. od.^
1os. 6d.^9s.
1 795 45s. od. (Midsummer) ^16s.^ 13s.
65s. od. (Michaelmas)^do.^ do.
1796 22s. 6d. (Martinmas)^14s.^ 1os.
1797 17s. 4d.^
ios.^
6s. 6d.
1798 18s. od.^
gs.^ 7S.
1799 26s. 4d. (Michaelmas)^12S.^
9s.
i800 6os. Old wheat (January)^20S.^
2os. (old)
36s. New wheat^
15s. (new)
37s. o/d. (Michaelmas)
32S.^
24S.
55s.^
1801 6os.^
40s.^ 28s.
1802 31s. 6d. (Michaelmas)^12s. (market)^8s.
1803 2IS.^
IOS.^
7S.
The corn prices for years after 1800 given in the Kendal Local
Chronology are not, because of uncertainty with regard to measures,
easy to add to the Sebergham series; but corn prices in south Westmorland presumably :noved in some sort of accord with the following prices
for flour :
Best flour.^Seconds.^Best flour.^Seconds.
,8,i 4s. oid.^4s. 2d.^1820 3s. 6d. (March)
4s. 8d. (July)^1821 3s. od. (May)^2s. iod.
4s. 4d. (Sept.)^
3s. iod. (Sept.)
1813 4s. iod. (Sept.)^4s. 8d.^1822 2S. 7d. (May)^2S. 5d.
1814 4s. 2d. (Dec.)^4s . od.^2S. 4d. (Dec.)^zs. od.
1815 3s. iod. (March)^3s. 8d.^1826 3s. 4d. (Aug.)
1816 3s. 2d. (March)^3s. od.^3s. od. (Oct.)
1817 7s. 6d. (Jan.)^7s. od.^1827 3s. od.^2S. iod.
5s. 5d. (Aug.)^5s. od.
4s. 3d. (Nov.)^4s. od.
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Soc. xiii 21.
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7s. 3d.; in 1823, at 6s. to 7s. 6d. In the boom years, 1824-25, it rose,
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69 In evidence before the Select Committee on Ag ri culture. Quotations by
courtesy of Dr J. D. Marshall.
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